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Diminished Value Report
Print This Report For Your Insurance Company

A receipt has been emailed to you which includes these results.

VEHICLE & DAMAGE INFORMATION

YOUR DIMINISHED VALUE IS:

REPORT CREDENTIALS:

Vehicle Year:
2019

Assuming the vehicle was properly repaired, a fair and
reasonable Diminished Value is:

This calculator generates its values using a proven
methodology consistent with professional pricing in the used
car market, which is combined with a complex algorithm that
factors in all of the data elements provided by the user.

Make & Model:
chevy cruze

Mileage:
100,000 km

Market Value: (no cents)
$20,000

$2,194.00 + applicable tax

Prior Repaired Damage:
No

If two identical vehicles were side by side for sale, one
accident free, the other with this accident registered against it,
a reasonably knowledgeable person knowing all pertinent
facts would pay approximately $2,194.00 less for the latter.
While the actual sale price is subject to negotiation, $2,194.00
would be a fair and reasonable value decrease.

Prior Unrepaired Damage:
$0
Damage Type:
Structural

Market Size:
Major Market

Repair Cost: (no cents)
$4,500

The developers of this website have over 30 years
experience in auto appraisal management, over 20 years
dealership experience, over 18 years experience in training
insurance company staff on vehicle valuation and have been
accredited expert witnesses in court.
The methodologies used herein are consistent with
insurance appraisal techniques and used vehicle market
pricing.

Disclaimers:
This calculator is powered by Automall Network Inc.
Not all claims are eligible for diminished value. Please check local laws or your policy, or seek legal counsel for eligiblity rules.
For older or very high mileage vehicles or low repair cost claims, diminished value may be nominal and not worth pursuing.
Diminished value and a vehicle's selling price are both subjective in nature and open to negotiation. This calculator provides a fair and reasonable diminished value for mainstream vehicles operated under
normal conditions assuming the repair work is properly completed, based on the unverified information provided by the user.
Diminished value related to poor workmanship and/or substandard parts will require a physical inspection in which case we recommend you consult with a local appraiser.
Settlement by the insurance company is not guaranteed.
If the at fault insurance company refuses to consider your request for diminished value, then you should contact your local Department of Insurance or legal counsel to determine your options.

